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CLA OFFERS
WORKSHOPS, TESTING

by Ronald Young
Price is only one consideration
students confront in the pur
chase of text materials. In the first
article of this study, reporters
Wisnewski, and Wells inves
tigated the prices that publishers
charge book sellers, and com
pared them to retail prices in the
GSU store. This report discusses
availability, price, buy back
policy, ways to ileal the nsing
cost of books, and methods that
teachers could employ to help
alleviate the problem.
A survey was conducted with
the help of managers of three
other academic book stores in
the region. Contact was made
with two general market retail
book sellers, and one independ
ent and textbook outlet The infor
mation may be of value to
students who must cope with the
price, and availability of text
book s every term
Book publishers have a two
tiered pricing structure. General
service retail boo kstores rece1ve
a forty (40%) percent discount
from recommended retail price
while academic bookstores re
ceive a twenty (20%) percent dis
�ount from recommended list
price on the same title. Putr
lishers also include extra ameni
ties for books that are going into
the retail market So, the retail
store can offer some great incen
tives to the price conscious
student
There are two types of campus
textbook outlet There is the
school operated outlet which is
sheltered from the need to make
free market profits, and there is
the contract store which is in

business to make money. This
knowledge can be of value to the
price minded student
The University of lllino1s Circle
campus store is operated by that
school, and prices on three of the
textbooks reviewed by Wis
newski, and Wells were from
three to five dollars cheaper at
Circle.One text was quoted at the
same price, and some books
were not available.
Another problem is the avail
ability of textboo ks when a new
term begins. Store managers at
Roosevelt (another Follet's out
leQ, U of I Circle (a school
operated store), and Thornton
Community College (another
sheltered outleQ, were very help
ful in examining this problem.
In schools where departments
select text material, the problem
appears to be neglibible, and a
continUity of text specifications
for text requirements for different
sections of the same course of
fers econom1cal pricing, reduces
inventory problems, and the cer
tain knowledge that a book will
be used again contributes to
higher prices paid to students at
buy back time.
Faculty members at GSU are
allowed to specify text prefer
ences. This practice allows facul
ty members to stay on the cutting
edge of academic progress, but
there are some terrible conse
quences in the areas of avail
ability, price, and buy back
policy. Many faculty members
are not diligent in notify1ng the
book seller of text selections in
time for the material to be avail
able when classes begin. Facul-

ty members are also indifferent to
cos� and the dependability of
publishers who may gouge
sellers, and students. To protect
themselves book sellers will
often only offer wholesale, or
scrap prices to students, even if
there is a possibility, but not a cer
tainty, that the text may be used in
the future.
Buy back policy in most area
colleges is fairly standard. All
stores contacted offer fifty per
cent of the new boo k price, and
resell the used boo k at seventy
five percent (75%) of the new
book price. As previously stated
new book prices can vary be
tween outlets.
A major consideration in text
book availability is the growth in
student population. Governors
State University IS the fastest
growing college in the state. This
tremendous growth surge has
played havoc with anticipated in
ventory planning. When coupled
w1th the fact that publishers re
quire six to eight weeks to deliver
an order, the dynam1c growth of
the university can become a
serious problem for students
who like to get a head sta� or at
least keep up with the reading
needs of the class. The only solu
tion for this problem appears to
be a conscious effort of faculty
members to specify texts that are
readily available in the used
book market.

TEXTBOOK TIPS
0
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MAGAZINE HONORS ALUMNUS

by David Tabel
The Center for Learning Assis ana computer programming
tance (CLA) is an academic sup (301).
"These classes are for stu
port program which is designed
to help the GSU student initiate, dents needing course-related
by Jean Juarez
He went on to say, "We should
continue, or resume their post assistance," Zener explained.
their
at
work
also
can
Angelo Juarez, a 1977 gradu stop try1ng to set H1spanics apart.
Students
secondary education.
ate of the BOG program at GSU They should be the same as any
Fifteen-week non-credit work own pace with print and non
has been named by "Hispanic other American. No more, no
shops are offered in Grammar print materials such as work
Busmess" magazine, as one of less! "
and Usage, Composition, Arith books and audio-cassette tapes.
Inducted mto the Un1ted
the 100 influential Hispanics in
metic, and Algebra.These work These are self-instructional ma
the country. The other honoree States Army in 1951 as an infan
shops are designed to assist terials.
from Illinois was Pastora San tryman, he was selected for Of
"Individual appointments can
students to prepare for Univer
Juan Cafferty, who is a Professor ficer Candidate School (OCS)
sity Competency Exams or to im be made for drop-in hours, "
at the University of Chicago and and after graduation as a Sec
prove skill areas needed to Zener added. These are de
a Board member of the Kimberly ond Lieutenant, served in the
signed for students who do not
complete course requirements.
assis
Korean War. On his return to
scheduled
Clark Corp., Chicago.
regularly
need
"Diagnostic testing," said Pam
This year the hundred influen civilian life he joined the United
Zener, the specialist for basic tance.
tials were nominated by His States Army Reserve and, as a
Zener said that the diagnostic
math/algebra study skills, "is
panic business leaders across citizen soldier, has risen to the
devised to place students in their testing for assessment in the
specific area of need." Diagnos past have been used on an the country and selected by the
editors of "Hispanic Business." role that he now commands the
tic testing can also be used by average by 250 students a term
students who want an assess About 200 students use the The influentials represented 85th Training Division located in
almost every field from govern Arlington Heights, Illinois. In the
ment of their skill levels in En other features of the program.
in
by
ment to eduction.
United States Army Reserve he
supported
program,
The
glish and mathematics.
A questionnaire covering a has also distinguished himself
stitutional funds, is free to
Zener is one of three special currently enrolled GSU students. wide range of social, cultural, by winning "The Legion of
ists (head of departments) in the The workshops, however, re and political issues was sent to Merir' medal.
In 1968, while with " The
program The program also con quire students to buy a class the nominees. Number one of
the ten most critical issues was Chicago Sun-Times, Chicago
tains two professional tutors and text.
Zener also has a warning for the language problem Ninety Daily News," Juarez won the
four student tutors.
In addition to the workshops, students considenng the pro eight percent agreed that 11 was Marshall Field award. This award
is given to individuals who have
study groups are offered in many gram: "Too many students come most important
Juarez said, "The panlty His performed outstandmg serv1ce
course areas. including ac in the last few weeks of the term
counting (classes 301,302), expectmg to learn everything in a panics have to pay to join the to the company. He won his
econom1cs (301, 302, 410, 420, few days. This can't be done. mainstream of American society award for creating a series of
is a loss of some of their cultural computerized data retrieval sys
801), English (381), algebra Come in early!"
The CLA is located in B1400; identity. There should be less tems.
(M310, 325), calculus (M355),
dependency on Spanish as a
He now works for "The Colum
statistics (361, 362, 468, 520), telephone extension 2 336.
bus Dis atch," a news a r
primary language."

Major General Angelo Juarez
located 1n Columbus, Oh1o. This
makes him quite a commuter be
tween his home 1n Crete and his
job 1n Columbus, Ohio.
He recently was part of a team
that helped h1s newspaper con
vert from evening to morning.His
suggestions and work helped
make the change -over run
smoothly.
Three members of his family
currently attend GSU. His wife
Jean is in CAS, daughter, Nikl
Cummings is in the COE, and
son, Steve is 1n the BOG.
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What effect do you think all the current
"wars on dmgs

Interviews by
Sue Fagan
Photos by
Wallace Bailey

Bruce Burke
Sherry Bielfeldt
UG Computer Science
UG English
Chicago Heights
Beecher
1 think irs going to bring a lo� of
1 think the political war on
attention to the problem but k1ds drugs will help the politicians
are still going to try whatever they careers but I don't think irll do
want to try. 1 really think they're
much to help with the drugs. I
going to just throw a lot of mo�ey think irs just a political thing and
at the problem and it is not go1n_g
won't help much.
to have that much effect It IS
going to have to start in the
home.

I

THE G U CAFETERIA

"

will have on actual drug use?

Jimmie Ethridge
Asst Director
GSU Child Care Center
Chicago
1 think irs not so much a war on
drugs as just teaching people to
be responsible with drugs.

Gary Millsap
UG Media
Bradley
1 think they'll have more effect 1f
it draws the community into it I
think they'll be effective if people
get involved. But just to _set up a
_ ef
program itself 1 don't th1nk IS
fective. You have to get the com
munity involved.

Monica Rieg
UG Social Work
Chicago
.
1 think irs going to bnng an In
creased awareness helping
teach people not use drugs and
use preventative techniques and
how not to use drugs.
.

Question suAAested by Carolyn Lueders

Wint�t.' mt'ibing
·

Winter can be an enjoyable
and beautiful season of the year,
but we must be aware of its
hazards. Having a comfortable
and safe winter is a matter of advance planning.
.
.
Reliable transportation 1s es
pecially important in the wint�r.lf
_
you have a car make sure 1t 1s
ready for whatever winter may
bring.

·(JI:ip�

.

.
can completely seal the pasThe precautions listed
If a blizzard traps you 1n your
senger sect1on.
car_.
* BE AWARE OF CARBON be]o'\�;r may help y·ou to
MONOXIDE - Run the en_gine, av-oid
an unpleasant or
• STAY IN THE VEHICLE - Do
or catalytic heater spanngly,
not attempt to walk in a blizand only with a down-wind d angerous. Sl•tuat Ion
zard. Disorientation comes
window open for ventilation. '\�;r
quickly in blowing and dnfting
hile traveling:
Make sure that snow has not
snow. Being lost in open counblocked the exhaust pipe.
try during a bliuard is extrem& * EXERCISE Clap
ha�ds, and
ly dangerous. You are more
move arms and legs v1gorous- Carry a winter storm car kit �s- air circulation. Carbon monoxlikely to be found in your car
ly fror:n time to tim�, and do not pecially if traveling long d1s- ide poisoning can happen
and will at least be sheltered
stay 1n one pos1t1�n for lo�g. tances or, in northern states, �t Without the vict1m be1ng aware
there.
ALL times.A winter stormcar k t
.,__"''T"'",....,...--=-�,r"' AVOID OVEREXERTION AND But don't overdo 1t Exercl�e should contain the following: l of 1t until irs too late.)
* Win ter clot hing, incl uding
warms you but 1t also 1nEX POS�.JRE - Exertions from
creases body heat loss.
wool caps' mittens and overattempting to push
_ your ca� * TAKE TUR NS KEE PING Sleeping bags or 2 or more shoes.
sho�ehng heavy_d�lfts, and P9f
WA C� - If more tha� one per- blankets. A sta�k of news- * Large box of facial tissues
for�1ng other d!ff1cult �ho� es son�1s
1n the �ar, don t all sleep papers can prov1de laye�s of * First-aid kit with pocket kmfe
If you must useyourcar during
dunng stron� w1nds, bhndl�g
at the same t1me. If alo�e, stay insulation and makes an 1ne�- * FlashlighVRadio with extra
winter.
snow, and b1tter cold of a bhzpensive but effective substlbatteries
awake as long as possible.
zard may cause a _heart attack tute.
*
TURN
THE
DOM
ON
Small sack of sand and a
LIGH
E
T
*
* Plan your travel, selecting both
even for pe�sons 1n apparently
AT NIGHT - to make your car Matches and candles
shovel
primary and alternate routes.
* 2 empty 3-lb. coffee cans with
good phys1cal cond1t1on.
Tools (pliers, screwdriver, ad
n:ore visible to rescue and
* Check latest weather info on
* KEEP A DOWN-WIND WIN
lids. One may be used to burn
h1ghway crews.
justpble wrench, . tape and
the radio.
.
DOW SLIGHTLY <? PEN FOR * DON
'T PANIC - Stay With the candles for heat, the other for small can of graphite)
* Try not to travel alone - two or
FRESH AIR. �reezl�g ran, wet car.
sanitary facilities. Get a small * Windsh
ield brush/scraper
three people are preferable.
snow and w1nd-dnven snow
catalytic heater if poss i ble. * Battery booster cables
* Travel in convoy with another
.
This type of heater relies on a * Food supply (high calone
,
vehicle if possible.
chemical
reaction
to
produc
e
_
�
non-perishable food such as
* Drive carefully and defen
heat (Whether you use th1s
canned nuts, dried frui� candy,
p
sively.
type of heat source or your or special camping "trail "
* If the storm begins to be too
own car's heater, be sure to food.)
..
much for you to handle, seek
LEAVE A WINDOW OPEN for
AVOID DRIVING if you can
refuge immediately.
Even
though
winter
brings
use
public transportation. If you
* Let someone know your itin
must use a car, drive at a speed hazardous conditions and ad
erary so that if you don't arrive
ditional headaches for drivers,
that is safe. 1 .
on time, they can d1rect of
to many kids it is a winter won
ficials where to search for
derland JUSt made for play.
you.
Please be especially aware of
the little ones who can pop up
out of any snowbank with their
snowballs sleds and tobog
gans. Dri�er awaren_�ss to ch
_ il
dren is even more cntlcal dunng
!
this slippery time of year.
·

•

*

•

_

II

LA N A HEAD

•

I

·<��])·

More Car Tips ON PAGE 8

Please Be Care-ful
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Thanksgiving

: II

I

Remembered

by Roxane Geraci-Ryan
Associate Editor

Thanksgiving ts my favonte day of the year. It is the beauti
ful day of the year.It ts a day we all share tn America no matter
why race or creed we represent It is a day unlike other
holidays where givtng ts measured in something other mon
etary value.It ts a day you can JUSt stt .
My favorite Itme, no doub� is when everyone is around the
table. Not so much because of the massive spread of hom�
made cooking that takes up every corner of the table. But it is
what surrounds the table. The family... The family that knows
you better than anyone else, the family that has stuck by you
through thick and thin, the family that loves you for YOU.
Thanksgiving always makes a wonderful memory.
Through the years the lovely faces that make up the family
have aged a blt. .some of the faces are no longer there.Those
who are no longer here with us-are now with us in spirit A
part of them is with us aii...And in the eyes and gestures of
each new generation, who now have replaced their spots at
the table.
Looktng around the table, Dad carves the turkey...he
always does, and what would dtnner be without dear Mom
runntng back and forth from the kitchen always in a worried
state that there won't be enough to eat Every year after sec
ond helpmgs and sometimes thtrds, there is always enough
food left over for the rest of the week.Every year mom says
she won't cook as much next year because we "haven't

eaten enough. "
The brother who used to chase me out of his room when
friends were over and thought that "girls are a pain " is now a
grown man with a woman of his own. We talk, we catch up, all
our lives are in a constant hurry trying to keep up with what
fate has instilled for our lives. We laugh, we cry a little, remem
bering years before when grandma and grandpa were
there...how we miss them.
The new generation plays and sings, they are the new
memories...they are the future.
Silently I thank God for all that I have. Silently I pray that it
will all remain the same. Deep down inside I know that it
won't.Someday the chairs will be replaced, once again, with
my children's children. Someday these people that I love so
much will no longer be there.
What I am trying to say is-Take this day, as well as any
other day, and use it to express your love. Take the time to
enjoy your family, listen to them, feel wtth them. When that
day comes and one of the chairs have been replaced once
again by a new loved one ...you can honestly say that "they
knew I loved them...they knew how I felt"
With the power of love, the spirit, the spirit of those who
have passed on will always remain. Their sptrit will
strengthen the future generations of the family. Happy
Thanksgtvtng.

� =��
Books on Trial

When I was growing up (in the dark ages), some
things were accepted facts of life.School began each
day wtth the reading of a Btble passage, I thtnk it was
King James, along with the Lord's Prayer and the
graphics by Joseph Baranowski
Pledge to the flag.
-1
Our readtng books showed, as did our lives,
Mommy at home keeptng house and Daddy wtth his
DO YOU THlNK \I 5
lunch bucket (they weren't lunch boxes then) off to
work in the plant.
C7 GoD l D E.
At holiday time, we sang Chnstmas Carols, even
those of us who were not Christian. Parents seldom
To
objected and those who did were seen as cranks.
As time passed, life changed and so did textbooks.
SCHooL
The concept of school prayer became a political hot
potato.Schools began to hold "holiday'' celebrations
with each denomtnalton doing tis own thtng.
As nuclear families became less numerous, textbooks began to reflect that diverstty with single
11_ N
WE C 'l
mothers, fathers, and two-career families. As in my
childhood, our children's books reflect their lives.
This all sounds very harmless, even downright dull,
�IV
except-In one of our south eastern states several
parents decided that books showing life as many ofus
Tt\
know it-one parent and two-career families-are
'.t
"Godless" and likely to undermine their children's
.
religious beliefs.
This opinion is not terribly original.What is original is
W E HAVE
how they handled it.In the past, people who felt lhts
way removed their kids from public school and put
them in an appropriate parochial school.The current
oN
·--·.....
crop of parents don't want to spend their money on tuilion. They spent it on lawyers and sue the schools
0 u R.. s J D f. r demanding their children be given books reflecting
•
""----- ,...-- already held beliefs. It is not enough that their children
be taught "their" way-it must be at public expense.
Lest you laugh that this could ever happen, it did
happen, and let me assure you that the court found for
the parents. This case and several like 11 are presently
in appeal and the outcomes are far from certain.
Please reflect on this. At least one court has said that
a public Institution must teach children, not according
to the best judgement of education professionals, but
rather the narrow vision of a church-orientated
layman.
One reason our country is great is our attitude
toward religion. We tolerate all, but officially subscribe
to none.Our governmental institutions-e.g. schools
remain vehemently, religiously neutral and this is as it
must remain.
By teaching what is already believed, children are
not asked to extend their minds. The purpose of
education is to make people thmk, examtne, and
question...

A

A
Bu t?_N ALL THE

BooKs�

by Sue Fagin
Managing Editor
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Clubs and Activities

by Jean Juarez

A Christmas
Performance

ALTOS
On Sunday, December 7,
Marietta Coleman
1986 at 4:00 PM in the Recital
Ann Gerritsen
Hall of Governors State Universi
Cindy Jacobs
ty, Dr. Rudolf Strukoff and the
Betty Kott
GSU Un1vers1ty-Community Chor
Betty McGee
ale and String Orchestra will per
Susan McG1rr
form Camille Saint-Saens, Christ
Maribeth Mcintyre
mas Oratono op. 12.
Harriet Molloy
com
This devotional work was
Diane Moore
posed for chorus, solo1sts, strings,
Wilhem1n1a
Moore
from
1s
text
harp, and organ. The
Roxana Norvais
the Vulgate.
Rose Pisani
Sa1nt-Saens finished wntlng it
Julie Sm1th
1n twelve days when he was the
Barbara Springer
orgamst for the church of the
Linda Stanislawski
Madele1ne 1n France. The orato
Valore
Wienke
on
performed
first
rio was
Chnstmas day 1n 1858.
BASSES
This year the Stnng Orchestra
George Abbott
will present a solo piece by Salnt
Robert
Boyer
in
Strings"
for
d
"Saraban
Saens,
Melvin Davis
addition to accompanying the
Jukube Felton
Chorale.
Greg Harris
Tickets will be necessary as
Don Johnston
the recital hall has a limited num
Kevin Kaplinski
ber of seats and to prevent disap
Dan Molloy
pointment you are asked to get
David Pignotti
your tickets as soon as possible.
John Prendergast
Tickets are $5.00 and students
John Rothenberger
as always are admitted free in ac
Regan Strukoff
cordance with university policy.
For further information call 534CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
5000 ext 2454 or ext 2130.
Fl RST VIOLIN
Elizabeth Hagens, Concertmaster
Mark Matker
The followingarethe members Cynthia Otte
of the Chorale and String Or- Florence Long
chestra:
Susan Raguse
K�ren Blunk, Soprano
Mary Smelser
Elizabeth Blake, Mezzo-so- Janet Rice
prano
Virginia Burd
Henry Hun� Tenor
Jack Van Eck, Baritone
SECOND VIOLIN
Martin Hackl, Principal
SOPRANOS
Mary Porter
Suzy Adams
George Shutak
Nina Chilcoat
Douglas Raguse
Trcey Evans
John Paris
Barbara Fagin
Arthur Stober
Ruth Hansen
Paula Janiak
HARP
Jean Juarez
Jan Remer
Dottie Legge
Jeanne Legge
VIOLA
Emilie Mullins
Matthew Mantell, Principal
Noelle Nowak
Carolyn Borner
Kim Oto
Margaret Booth
Bonnie Ramsey
Ellen Woodhill
Valerie Schultz
Lynn Spitz-Nagel
June Schifrin
Loren Schnell
Lucille Wagener
CELLO
TENORS
Cynthia Sulko, Principal
Joseph Cirou
David Forsman
Barry Ferrill
Emily Mantell
Sheri Kaplinski
Dora Paris
Stephen Moore
Judy Niemeyer
BASS
Michael Schumacher
Fred Kuenster, Principal
Derek Storch .
Ronald Small
AI Szambaris
Fern Tate
ORGAN
Phil Wienke
Marilyn Bourgeois

-��>=ae�r�
PAC

Since last issue we have
received information on the
following competitions:
12th annual Rolling Stone
College Journalism Competition
Scott, Foresman Basic Writer
Competition
2nd annual AMY writing awards
Miss Southern Cook County
Scholarship Pageant
All information is available to
interested parties in our public
inspection file. Our office is
A1801 phone ext 2140.

Thank. for

the Help!

On November 18, we had our
first swowstorm of the year.
Thanks to Quickstart Escort Ser
vice, 15 cars had to be jumpstar
ted - all w1th success. This was a
record day for the service.
THANKS

The Kappas gave recognition,
on Veterans' Day. The Brothers of
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
hung their fraternity colors of red
and white, with a s1gn, paying
tribute to the veterans who have
served our country in her armed
forces.
The brothers of Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity, Inc.have placed a
Kappa basket at the front door of
GSU. The fraternity will be
collecting canned goods to
make up Thanksgiving baskets
for families in need. In conjunc
tion with the Office of Student
Life, the fraternity w111 donate
these baskets to needy families.
Turkeys and other special items
will be put into the baskets also.
Kappa Alpha Psi feels that all
families should enjoy Thanksgiv
ing with all the trimmings.
PLEASE
HELP THOSE LESS FORTUNATE,
GIVE TO A WORTHY CAUSE!

A meeting of the Student Pro
gram Act1on Council (SPAC) was
held on Tuesday, November 11,
1986 at 2:00 PM in the Office of
Student Life Meet1ng Room.
A discussion and explanation
of previous fund requests were
made by Dr. Strukoff for the
Chorale and by Dr. Hicks for the
Symphonic Band. The board
voted for the SPAC members
who are planning to go with Bon
nie Winkofsky to the National
Association of Campus Activities
{NACA) conference in South
Bend, Indiana, on November 20,
21, and 22. They are going to
look at the talent for the delightful
"Trees1de Cafe" which so many
around the University enjoy.
The meeting adjourned at 3:10
PM. SPAC holds their meetings
every second and fourth Tues
day of the month.

Honoring
by Gary Millsap

GSU will host a university-wide
commemoration of Dr. Martin
Luther King's birthday on January 15, 1987.
..
The Thursday recogm!lon of
Dr. King's national stature is
being planned by a committee of
the faculty senate. The committee, chaired by Dr. Alma Walker
Vinyard, involves the administration, the faculty, the students, and
the staff of GSU in welcoming the
nationally prominent personalities, Patricia Russell-McCloud
and Martin Luther King Ill.
Russell-McCloud, who will
highlight the morning convocation, gained prominence in
Washington, D.C. as the writer of
the Barbera Jordan speech
which was placed into the Congressional Record, "If not youwho? If not now-when?" She is a
professional orator and lawyer
from Atlanta and accredited to
practice before the U.S. Sup
reme Court
Martin Luther King Ill, the son
of Dr. Martin Luther King, a city
commissioner in Atlanta, and
prominent speaker. will be the

guest of honor and evening
speaker.
In addition the committee said
it will send i�vitations to Gover
nor James Thompson, Chicago
Mayor Harold Washington, and
the Illinois l�islators who wr·c
•
responsible for the enactment of
first state legislation honoring Dr.
King's birthday.
The theme of the occasion,
"United in a Legacy of Human
Rights, " will recognize Dr. King's
philosophy and its contribution
to the mission of GSU.
Dr. Vinyard, in an invitation to
program participants, stated,
"The plans are approaching final
stages of confirmation, and we
are very enthusiastic about this
fast upcoming event" The com
mittee said it needs the full par
ticipation of the GSU community.
Through clubs, fraternal organ
izations, funds may be allotted for
planned activities.
Students are needed to serve
as hostS/hostesses to greet the
guests.
More information is available
from Dr. Vinyard, ext 2424; or,
Dominic Candeloro, ext 2320,
or 2346.

GSU

So<'ial Work Clinic

There will be a Social Work
Club meeting Tuesday Novem
ber 25, 1986 from 3:30 to 4:30 in
the Student Life Meeting Room.
Topics to be discussed: elec
tions of officers and clothing
drive.

""Blue Band"

On Tuesday, November 25,
the Student Program Action
Council, and the office of Student
Life will once again venture into
the world of contemporary music
and present another band in the
theatre. From 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
students will have the opportuni
ty to hear and see the blues, soul,
rock, reggae, and rhythm music
of the "Blue Band "
Led by Bob Dorr, and featuring
electronic violinist Molly Nova,
the group presents a vanety of
music including their new record
"One More Won' t Kill You." The
concert is free to all students, and
friends of the University.

STUDENT SENATORS
OFFICE HOURS

Dr. King

MONDAY
9am-1Oam: Darnell Frazier
1Oam-11am: Jean Woody
11am-Noon: Marques Walker
Noon-1pm: Bill Lawless
1pm-3pm: Susie Meiller
4pm-5pm: Atilla Jonas
5pm-7pm: Chuck Weatherford
TUESDAY
9am-1Oam: Bobbie Richards
Noon-1pm: Bill Aeschilman
1pm-2pm: Theresa Alexander
2pm-3pm: Carolyn Lueders
5pm-7pm: Brian Tyler
WEDNESDAY
9am-1Oam: Darnell Frazier
1Oam-11am: Jean Woody
11am-Noon: Bill Lawless
Noon-1pm: Marques Walker
3:30-4:40: Edwyn Carter
THURSDAY

9am-1Oam: Bobbie Richards
1Oam-12am: Hasan Akhtar
Noon-1pm: Bill Aeschilman
1pm-2pm: Theresa Alexander
2pm-3pm: Carolyn Leuders
3pm-5pm: Paul Elmer
FRIDAY
11am-1pm: Isaac Eferighe
1pm-3pm: Charlene Meeks
3pm-5pm: Gary Millsap

Food
Drive

of canned goods were conecteu.
In all, over 100 items were
donated and will be distributed
The GSU Food Drive, spon by the Greater Chicago Food
sored by the Office of Student Depository.
Life, was held last month in ob
The response was encourag
servance of World Food Day.
ing, according to both Bonnie
Patricia Young, national coor Winkofsky, Assistant Director of
dinator, explained the purpose of Student Life, and Donald Bell,
the effort
Assistant Program Director for
"World Food Day is an inter the Office of Student Life.
national call to study and action
"Notices were sent to the
aga1nst hunger. The day marks various (school) departments,
the ann1versary of the UN Food but nothing was mailed out. So,
and Agriculture organization the response was fa1r," said
and 1s observed globally in over Winkofsky.
140 countnes. "
This was one of the first prot
Baskets were set up in the Stu ects to take place 1n the new Stu
dent Life Campus Center, lo dent Life Center, and it enabled
cated 1n A Building, and donations students to tam11ianze them-

====by
====;M L inda Berganske

contest update

Kappa Alpha Psi

meetin�

selves with the new facility.
Bell expressed hope that this
project would also serve to bring
more students to the Center and
encourage their participation in
this and future projects offered
by the Office of Student Life.
"We want to build up the
usership of the Campus Center,"
said Bell. "We're interested in
having more people participate."
Those who missed the Stu
dent Life Office's food drive had
another opportunity to make
donations during the week of
November 17 through Novem
ber 21. At that time the Civil Ser
vice Senate sponsored its Annual
Holiday Food Drive.
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LAB PAF\TNE�S
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41 "... hot withbut a whimper."
1 Where one might
43 Return on investstudy Andy Warhol's
ment (abbr.)
works (3 wds.)
44 Pondered
45 Belonging to Mr.
12 Enrollment into
college
Starr
14 "Calculus Made Sim- 47 Part of the classiple," e.g. (2 wds.)
fieds (2 wds.)
16 Evaluate
48 Possible place to
17 Extremely small
study abroad (2 wds)
18 Follows a recipe
52 Small school in Canton, Ohio (2 wds.)
direction
19 Belonging to Mr.
53 Orson Welles film
classic (2 wds.)
Pacino
22 Of land measure
23 Meets �poker bet
DOWN
24 - Gay (WW II
1 Those who are duped
plane)
26 Capri, e.g.
2 "Do unto -... "
27 Belonging to Mayor
3 Fourth estate
Koch
4 Goals
28 Irritate or
5 Well-known record
embitter
label
30 Train for a boxing
6 Well-known king
match
7 151 to Caesar
31 - and the
8 Prefix meaning milk
g Confused (2 wds.)
Belmonts
32 Processions
lD - husky
35 Diet supplement
11 Most immediate
(abbr.)
12 like a sailboat
38 Scottish historian 13 Cash re9 ister key
and philosopher
(2 wds.)
Jg College in Green14 En- (as a whole)
ville, Pa.
15 Auto racing son of
40 The Venerable Richard Petty

ACROSS

Answers

on

Page 8

19 Political disorder
20- cit. (footnote
abbreviation)
21 Traveled on a
Flexible Flyer
24 Glorify
25 Prospero's servant
in "The Tempest"
2B Well-known government agency
29 American league
team (abbr.)
30Fictional hypnotist
32 Style exemplified
by Picasso
33 "She's -... "
(from "Flashdance")
34 Be unwell
35 Visible trace
36 Think
37 Woman's undergannent
38 Commit --kiri
40 - burner
42 "...for if I away... "
44 Actress Gibbs
46 African antelope
47 Well-known TV bandleader
4 g Pince-(eyeglass type)
501 g68 film, "Station Zebra"
51 1965 film, "Ryan's Express"

tKI
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ICC CREATES

GSU's Instructional Com
munication Center has dev&
loped an advanced educational
program.
ICC produces telecourses
available through Library Ser
vices and public cable net
works.
The teleclasses integrate par
ticipating students into the pro
gram. The students interact with
the instructor and stimulate the

-

December 1, 1986

1nvolvement of the viewer.
GSU needed to reach the
students in the regional area
ICC Production Manager, Gary
Fisk, says, "Teleclasses work.
They are cost effective and bring
new students into the orrcampus
programs."
ICC's technology allows ad
vanced production students to
participate in "real world" situa
tions and stat&of-th&art pro
duction.

Student Worker. Jon Mark Tullos on camera tapes
GSU President Leo Goodman-Malamuth I I

CLASS

I
M
A
G
E
s

Graphic Generator. ICC

Production Manager. Gary Fisk

•

Student Worker. Jon Mark Tullos

Video Console: Studio A

Photos By: Wallace Bailey

Dr. Leo and Dr. Xie Xide, Pres. Fuban University, Shamha� China

GSU Innovator

CONTRIBUTE TO
THE LITERARY PAGE

1 he GSU Innovator will be run
mng a literary page on a regular
basis. Due to an mcreasing numbPr of literary articles submitted
to the Innovator and the wide vanety of
talent shown we feel it's only right to dis
play them accordingly.
Be Creative! We accept the following: poems, short stories, free verse
and prose, book/poetry/art reviews,
,ft�"''""''•h'and black and white photos and art.If
Wlii�WL� you are interested in seemg your work
published in the award-w1nn1ng InM�'(J/Ja novator, submit your originals to the Innovator off1ce A
or place In our
mailbox in The Off1ce Of Student Life.

Page?

"Muddy Waters''
A Trip Up The Mississippi
by Stephanie Tolnai
various aspects of people and
scenes along the Mississippi
River captured by broadcas�
journalism and photography
students who participated in a
media field team project this
summer can be viewed Dec. 5at an exhibit in the Infinity
Gallery.
Twenty-one graduate and un
dergraduate students received
first-hand experience as they
journeyed up the Mississippi
River in houseboats as part of a
week-long media field team prot
ec� July 2Q-27. Three advisors
also participated in the tnp.
labeled "Muddy Waters
including Jay Boersma, photog
raphy professor, Roger Pans.
special programs and continu
Ing education coordinator, and
Dr. Linda Steiner, journalism
professor.
The four credit pass/fail option
media project is des1gned to
give students from different
media disciplines a chance to
work together on various proj
ects as well as pursue their own
project 1deas, according to Dr.
Melvyn Muchnik, special assis
tant to the president and com
munications professor.Muchnik
proposed the field team project
originally in
and this year's
project was the third one involv
ing a houseboat tnp on the
Mississippi.
Three houseboats were rented
for the trip, at a cost of $1.150

1801
��������������§§��������� 19
A Young
Friend In
Minnesota

1986,"

Photo by
Diane
McClellan

Romeo
and
Juliet

1978

each. Contained on each boat even have a beach party on the
were seven beds, a kitchen, bath final evening.
and shower, couch, picnic table After returning on July 27,
and barbeque grill. And, be- stories began being drafted and
cause each boat was approx- film was developed 1n ettorts to
feet long, two obtain finalized projects.
imately 45 to
bicycles per boat could be
The trip provided students with
brought for use as transportation an opportunity to acquire per
in river towns.
sonal as well as educational exStudents attended three infor- perience that cannot be attained
mational meetings prior to the in the classroom, said Steiner.
trip in order to learn about river
"It was eye-opening to see
towns, and river navigation and how people are dependent on
to explore pro1ect 1deas.
the river, " said Chuck Furlong,
Two University vans and a sta- graduate photography student
lion wagon with a U-Haul were
"A closeness developed be
used as transportation to the tween the other photographers
houseboats, docked in Lans1ng, on my boar said An1ta Neu
lowa, w1th CB's used as com- mann, graduate photography
munication for the lengthy dnve. student "Being on the nver gave
The crews on each houseboat me a new perspective."
were g1ven a mini-course In
Undergraduate med1a com
operation of the boats the next munications major Valene Ram
day, with departure on the nver d1n concurred. "It was an Inter
shortly after.
estmg expenence because 11
.
Several Wisconsin towns were was so different from Situations 1n
visited during the tnp 1ncluding which 1 normally produce things.
Trempeleau, LaCrosse and Foun- 1 never 1magmed the environ
lain City
ment to be so beautiful along the
Vanous project ideas were nver. 1 always thought I'd have to
pursued on the trip including travel out of the country to see
photographic works of children, such inspirational scenery."
altered landscapes, wildlife; jour"The trip helped me get in
nalism works on a Wildlife touch with myself aga1n," sa1d
notecard artis� boat house peo- C o l e t t e W i s n e w s k i , u n 
ple, cemeteries; and a TV and d e r g r a d u a t e m e d i a c o m 
photography documentary on municat1ons student I t was a
the trip itself.
. chance to momentarily escape
Although the trip was pnmanly the demands of everyday life and
an educational experience, st u- concentrate on my dreams and
dents had time to siqhtsee and goals. "

48

Review by Patrick Coffey

7

On November in the theatre
the National Shakespeare Com
pany put on a beautiful, sensitive
version of ROM EO AND JULIET.
It was beautiful for many rea
sons.
The music was simple, somber
and like a requiem. It set the
mood and pace of the entire pro
duction. The same harmonious
strains repeated the theme
throughout the play.In the pretty
and humorous dance sequence,
the arms of Juliet reached out
gracefully. The buffoons on
stage could hardly match her
grace and poise.
There were exquisitely beauti
ful costumes, the pure-white
gown of Juliet with its long
angled sleeves complemented
the pure white of Romeo's cos
tume.Then there were the reds,
and assorted colors of the
families. Purple and blue created
a church-like atmosphere in the
final scene of the play.
The backdrop portrayed a
huge gnarled branch as the
characters mouthed their sym
metrically opposing viewpoints
and tragically gnarled motives in
this play of Shakespeare's. At
crucial moments in the play
knife, sword, and empty poison
vial changed hands to add an
extra touch of poetic insight
The play opened with a
speech by Mercutio, played with
verve by Lance Spellerberg. He
likened romantic love to the
wh1ms of fanciful fairies, who are
themselves fanc1es. A kind of a
whim of a wh1m. He played h1s
part so well that we all laughed at
his words and I found myself
wishing he and at least another
act Our laughter could be taken

as an incrimination, however.
Don't we all think romantic love is
a bit arbitrary 1n 1ts directions?

An interesting aspect of the
play was the players who played
more than one part The man-of
many-faces for the evening was
easily Kenneth Enright who
played in a total of four parts.He
played two different sniveling
sort of servants, a respectable
Lord Montague, and near the
end of the play a simply spooky
apothecary. They say a good
actor can make even the most
obscure part interesting, and
thars exactly what Enright did.
The focus of the night was on
the two title players, Curtis
LeFebvre as Romeo (the roman
tic), and Gina Belafonte who
played a richly sincere Juliet
Watching her performance I
came to a tentative conclusion
that youth is primarily sincere.
Young and idealistic is what she
was. Romeo, on the other hand,
gave a deep performance but
was certainly the gentle lover the
play declared him to be. Toge
ther, the two of them found love in
an instan� promised themselves
to one another in an evening, and
basically became married· the
next day. Irs a very modern
story.
The only thing to make the play
not so modern perhaps was the
character of Friar Lawrence,
played by Dan Snow. We saw
Snow last year here in the title
role of Othello. the friar confronts
the suicidal Romeo in some of
the last scenes of the play and of
fers his version of consolation.
Romeo 1s banished from the
kingdom for murdering Juliet's
cousin. Thus, Romeo expects

not to see his betrothed ever
aga1n. As he offers to stab himself
with a knife the friar reminds h1m,
"Here from Verona art thou
banished. Be patien� for the
world is broad and wide."

Romeo replies, "There is no
world without Verona walls, " and
again tries to kill himself with the
knife.The Friar Lawrence says to
him, "0 deadly sin! 0 rude un
thankfulness! Thy fault (killing
Juliers cousin) our law calls
death, but the kind Prince (of
Verona who changed the sen
tence) tak1ng thy pa� hath
pushed aside the law and turned
that black word 'death' to 'ban
ishment' This is dear mercy and
thou see's! it not"
It was a good scene, a power
ful scene. It made clear the major
tension of the play, the tension
between the youthful attractions
of Romeo and Julie� and the
wise counsel and advice of the
elder Friar Lawrence.
It was overall a good produc
tion, and something should be
said for Shakespear who was
busy writing so this fine play
could be brought to us. Never
theless, it seems to me, that
whereas comedy can celebrate
folly, tragedy must endure it
Shakespeare's play is not only
about the folly of love, but about
the extreme folly of self-destruc
tion. Tragedy is the only word to
describe it. And what we have
here is a tragedy which speaks
about the sorrows of love, though
w1th the sorrows of love also the
counsel of the gods.To be sure,
something that we can think
about even in this bawdy age of
our own.

Struggling
with
Reality
by Ron Young
As a child who grew up dunng
World War II, I had many ex
periences with the han
dicapped. Great friendships
flourished, and children idolized
the heroic men and women who
had left part of themselves 1n a
foreign land. My father's genera
tion felt an obligation to have re
spect and compassion for these
brave people. There was an era
of humanity and admiration for
handicapped people who sus
tained themselves in society.
This changed. Our society
turned away from human con
siderations, and turned toward
mechanistic competition. We
became a disposable culture of
disposable people. Many of us
have lost identity with humanity.
The constant struggle to keep
from becoming obsolete dispos�
able tools has done something
to us.
Peter is severely han
dicapped. His throat is scarred
from surgery. His hands don't
work well ye� and speaking with
tiim IS a challenge.He is one of
the vanguard of handicapped
people who are being rein
troduced into open soc1ety after
suffering catastrophic injury.
My f1rst encounter with him
was less than comfortable. A
fellow student had just helped
cut his food, and we became in
volved in a three-way conversa
tion about the struggle with
education. Peter does not speak
well, and his stage of rehabilita-

•

lion has not yet prepared h1m to
write well. When he attempted to
make an important poin� the inci
dent became an agomz1ng exer
cise of fear that our inability to
understand would hurt him
unjustly.
Suddenly, Peter jumped up
and left the table.
We were left with the uncom
fortable feeling that our good in
tentions had gone sour.We had
proven inadequate, and had
mismanaged the situation.
The conversation turned to the
need to also prepare society in
the proper ways to deal with the
handicapped. What should so
called normal people do when
confronted with the need to ex
press consideration. My father's
generation would have handled
the situation in a more positive
manner. There was a feeling that
the changes in our culture had
stripped us of the ability to com
prehend long forgotten im
pulses and urges. We had been
clumsy and awkward.
As I was leaving the area to re
join the rat race that would pre
pare me to return to the new
automated religiousity of mech
anistic life, I saw Peter returning
to the cafeteria with an alphabeti
cal touch tablet under h1s arm.
There was a spring in h1s step.
His eyes gleemed 1n antiCipa
tion, but it turned to bewildered
d1sappomtment when he saw
the empty table. My angu ish
grew as I turned away to con
tinue the hectic struggle for
economic survival in modern
soci

by Colette Wisnewski and Therese Wells
"However, that means Follett's
Just utter the name Follett's
and you are to ignite lively con- wouldn't be able to pay its bills,"
versation.You'll find, for example, Hess po1nted out
And Hess said it is his un
that opinions voiced regarding
Follett's policy of selling used derstanding, that by law. GSU
textbooks are as vaned as the cannot support a bookstore like
Follett's.
books themselves.
"Follett's must make a profit,'"
One crit1c of the bookstore,
Michael D. Lewis, Professor of Hess sa1d, "and 1 think their pro111
Psychology and Counseling, IS reasonable."
However, she argued that m
takes the position that the
boo kstore IS discouraging the courses like history "it's not
purchas_e of new . books by always necessary." '
aggressively supplying students
"Some professors indicate
with used copies.
'latest' edition while others do
Kathy Waldner, Follett's man not," Waldner said.
ager for the past 11f2 years, ex
"In fact, this trimester there 1s
plained that 11 is store policy to one old edition being used at the
first order used books "because specific request of the pro
it's cheaper for the student."
fessor," Waldner observed.
"If we can't get used books,"
Having been an instructor at
Waldner continued, "we'll order
GSU for 13 years, Hess said that
new ones."
"But," Waldner stressed, "or the bookstore is "better run today
dering new books is a 'last resort' than two years ago."
"Kathy is doing a tremendous
because they're so expensive."
Overall profit % (before expen rob," he added.
ses) on used books seems to be
Lewis also expressed concern
greater than on new. But the fact
remains, students pay less for that students who read used
used textbooks than for new books "get old information."
Waldner responded that Fol
ones.
always orders the current
lett's
Among those who agree w1th
Follett's policy of ordering used textbook edition for students.
"First we try to get used books
books first is Paul Green, Pro
1n the latest edition and if they're
fessor of Public Adminstration
who said "used boo ks are bette; unavailable, we order new ones,"
she sa1d.
because they're cheaper."
"Textbooks are exorbitant no . Waldner acknowledged that
matter where you go," Green 1n courses such as econom1cs or
added. " More Importantly," nursing "1t is very important to
Green continued, "The store is have the latest edition."
better run today than ever
But there are those members
before."
There is leadership and an in of the GSU community that think
telligent person to talk to when a student run bookstore would
be a good idea.
you have a problem," he said.
But there's always the fly-1n
Robert K.Hess Ill, Professor of
thE70intment..
Reading and Computer Educa
"I've seen student run book
tion. sa1d he'd like to see
students purchase textbooks at stores too," Hess sa1d, "and
some were zoos."
cost.
•
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More Car Tips

of1en include enhancements
for the retail market that are
not a part of the same title sold
to academic markets. You
can of1en find great bargains
on books that retailers have
1n stock.
1 . The book store at Thornton 4. Used book stores like Pow
Community College follows
ells, and Becks in Chicago
traditional mark up and buy
have some great barga1ns if
back policy. They also stock
you are willing to make the
many of our lower level texts at
trip, but call first Many of
reasonable prices.
these firms are going out of
2. Books in w1de use by several
business because of market
different schools offer the
pressures by publishers, and
best opportumty for barga1n
text boo k writers. One book
hunters. Exot1c grad level
seller cJnfided that pressure
monographs are not good
by text book authors may dE7
candidates for pnce searches.
stray the used text book
English, Econom1cs, Busi
market for students, because
ness, Math, and most liberal
authors do not receive royal
arts texts are good targets for
lies on resale books, and are
pnce companson.
attempting to force book
3. General market book stores
sellers 1nto a bookkeeping
have a greater profit marg1n to
n1ghtmare that would kill the
work with, and publishers
market and benefits to stu-

Book Tips

Buy At Cost

from Page 1

It wasn't nationally televised.
There was no drug scandal.
Ticket scalpers were nowhere
to be found.
Despite the absence of these
cornerstones of college athletics
over 60 people formed 8 teams
to compete w1th all of the mtensi
ty and excitement found in the
best of sportmg events. The
scene was the GSU gym, and the
event was the first all-university
volleyball tournament spon
sored by the Office of Student
Life. The participants were not on
athletic scholarships {it was
rumored that a few were on
pacemakers) and had no reason
to play except for a chance to
have some fun w1th the people
that they know from class or work
at GSU.
It's not athletic directors that
make events like this work. The
real beauty of sport comes from
people like Tommy Dascenzo
and Bonnie Winkofsky who
planned the tournament and
Karen D'Arcy and Sherry Kohl
who organized the faculty, staff
and student partic �ation.

From Page 2

*

*

*

*

exhaust
exhaust
antifreeze
snow tires
proper grade oil
brakes
wipers
defroster
heater
Keep a spare set of necessary
car fuses for the electrical sys
tem in your glove compart
ment.
Check your vehicle's OW
NER' S MANUAL for any
specific instructions particular
to your vehicle. (e.g. a diesel
eng1ne requires special ad
ditives and care dunng ex
tremely cold temperatures

Most bookstore managers
had suggestions for teachers
and students. Every manager
pointed out that they are of1en
viclif!1ized by price gouging
publishers because prices of ex
otic texts are of1en too high to
mark up at a respectable level.
Th1s forces store managers to
mark up texts in other subrects, to
maintain a reasonable operat1ng
profit. The birth of desk-top
publishillg has given rise to
many less than scrupulous
publishers, who enter the market,
and reap huge profits by price
gouging, cutting corners with
slow delivery systems, and stay

by Jack Bidwell,
Athletic Director

by Ron Young

Keep your gasoline tank as
nearly full as possible.This will
minimize water in the tank and
will provide the maximum ad
vantage in case of trouble.
A Citizen's Band {CB) radio
can be a very useful item in
winter emergencies.
You should keep your car in
top operating condition all
year round - If you have a
"lemon" in summer it won't get
�ny better in winter! It is really
Important to winterize your car
by checking the following:
ignition system
battery
lights
tire tread
cooling system
fuel system

dents.
5. Try to see instructors in ad
vance of registration, and find
o�t what text materials they
�111 require. This will give you
t1me to search out the best
possible price.

SPORTS
OF
SORT S

Yourself :

*
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Teatns named Cnmson l 1de,
Humcanes, and Trorans make
the sports headlines every Sun
day mornmg m the Trib, but the
Body Snatchers, Gametes, and
Hit and Run put out as much en
ergy and captured as much at
tention on this day. Mary Lou
Retton, J1m McMahon, and Rick
Sutcliffe were replaced by Mary
N1ckolaou, Jim Neilson, and
Rick Potocki on Tuesday after
noon.
While I can't turn my back on
all of the pressing issues facing
collegiate athletics, I can at l�ast
be refreshed by performances
like these. A block by Duke Rank,
a serve by Melinda Czuchra or a
dig by Johari tells me that the
condition of sports is OK.
It's not at all inconsistent that
some athletes compete for a
gold medal in the Olympics while
others battle for bragging rights
in a local volleyball tournament.
Each has its level of competition
and offers a chance for suc
cess.

That's why we need more. My
coaches w1ll bnng home their
share of reg1onal and national at
tenlion for our athletic program.
but sport 1s for everyone. We
need champions and com
petitors 1n volleyball tour
naments as well as tournaments
for softball, basketball, ping
pong, tenn1s, bowling, football..
you name 1t
At this level 1t's called In
tramural athletics and GSU IS
ready for it It Involves a lot of peo
ple and 1s a significant part of
what we call the "umvers1ty
experience." It 1s another chance
for students to relate to each
other as well as to their pro
fessors and staff acquaintances
on a different level. The expen
ence won't show up on the GP.A
but may play a role 1n the per
sonal or professional develop
ment of the Individual.
By the way, congratulations to
the Dirty Diggers as tournament
champs and Harun's Head
bangers as runners-up.

Talking Turl{ey

There I was, laying on a table
naked as some psycho stood
over me with an electric carving
knife in his hand.It was the end of
a week-long nightmare. I'm tell
ing you, that Excedrin does not
have a number big enough to
describe what we turkeys have to
go through at this time of year.In
an effort to evoke some compas
sion for our tormented last days, 1
have bequeathed a tolerable
sum to Mr.Young so that he may
tell our story. The trauma of the
turkeys' demise is, or should be a
national disgrace. I don't know
what those Indians had against
us, but they have more than
made up for it by passing their
carnivorous tradition on to Amer
ican society.
Life was tranquil on the Butter
ball Turkey Farm until two weeks

ago, when the advertising men
began to appear.First there were
the two sof1-talking wine cooler
salesmen, then came the fast
talking appliance pitch men.Five
days ago the white refrigerator
truck arrived, and things went
from bad to worse. Then came
the plastic wrapped days in the
freezer case where little children
would drool over us, and vicious
women would poke and prod.
The trip out of the store was
downright embarrassing. Being
tossed into the tire well of a
Chevy station wagon was no
fun either.
But, the most humiliating part
of the whole disgusting ex
perience was being stuffed. 1
don't know why people have
such a Iettish for stale bread, but 1
am certam that you can identifv

with the displeasure of being
stuffed by oncE7a-year amateurs.
The whole concept of National
Turkey Day is a disgrace from the
turkeys' point of view, and the
SPCA should do something
about it.
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PLACEMENT PERSPECTIVE
by Keri Kelly

The next step in your job hunt
is to develop your resume. Firs�
have your job objective clearly
defined before you start writing.
Have a list of specific accom
plishments which can be iden
tified and highlighted on your
resume. Make sure that the for
mat you choose is appropriate to
showcase your skills, experi
ence, and accomplishments.
There are three basic formats for
resumes. The chronological
resume is the traditional format. It
lists your jobs in reverse chron
ological order, beginning with
your present or most recent
ones. It is easy to read, and em
phasizes continuity and career
growth. However, it is hard to
communicate your general
strengths and qualities with this
forma� and any gaps in employ
ment are immediately obvious.
The second way of preparing
your resume if functional. The
functional resume highlights
your skills and abilities and de
emphasizes your work history. Its
main disadvantage is that your
skills are not directly traced to the
appropriate work experiences.
This resume format is not as un
iversally accepted as the chron
ological resume.
The third format is the targeted
resume. The targeted resume
uses a specific objective com
bined with a list of your appro
priate capabilities and a list of
your relevant accomplishments.
However, this format also deem
phasizes your specific work experi
ences. It is best, if you wish to at
tain a very specific position and
want to demonstrate your fitness
for it.
After you have a resume which
showcases your experience and
abilities, you begin your search
for the employer who can best fill
your needs.
In order to find appropriate
employers, you should very care
fully develop all the contacts and
resources which are available to
you. Evaluate your family, friends,
associates, teachers, and any
one who might have a lead on a
prospective position. Use con
tacts that you gain through your
employment Seek out services
that provide knowledge of em
ployment possibilities such as
placement services, employ
ment agencies, or counseling of
fices. Also, use published ref-

erences such as newspapers,
magazin es, and specializ ed
books and periodicals like The
College Placement Annual and
How to Get a Job in Chicago.
Your final means of locating
your employer is direct contact.
Send your cover letter and
resume to companies with a
possible interest in someone of
your capabilities. Place a want
ad, or visit a job fair or open
house. And use campus recruit
ment information and on-cam
pus interviews.
While you are seeking that elu
sive position, you should further
develop your skills to make you
more attractive to the employer.
Sign up for volunteer work that
uses skills relevant to those you
want to use on the job. Take
some more courses to provide
professional development. Join
associations or organizations
which can provide professional
references or possible job op
portunities. Attend professional
conferences or conventions that
will increase your knowledge of
the field you intend to enter.
Above all, don't neglect any
contact that might provide you
with your desired position, and
DON'T GET DISCOURAGED!! It
takes time to find your "niche in
life."
Don't fall into one of the ten
psychological dead ends which
will prevent you from ever getting
a job.
e1. Don't set an arbitrary
deadline. You're bound to
be disappointed, and it
provides an easy excuse
to give up.
e2. Don't go for a ready-made
career. If you aim for a job
beyond your capabilities
you won't want to settle for
a lower level one which is
more realistic for you.
Everyone has to start
somewhere.
e3. Don't be discouraged if a
company gives you the
runaround and either
evades your questions or
passes you from person to
person until you give up
out of frustration. Try an
other route to your desired
goal, or try again at a dif
ferent time.
e4. Don't assume you have to
do it on your own. Use the
contacts that are available
to you. Seek support in

your job search.
Don't let the lethargy and
disappointment that fol
lows college graduation
get to you. You may be
confused and unsure of
yourself outside of the
college environment Talk
to someone to help you
resolve your emotions
and fears.
e6. Don't let the loneliness
and isolation frustrate your
job search. Seek the com
pany of friends and allies.
• 7. Set some guidelines. Lack
of structure leads to le
thargy and disappoint
ment. Keep track of your
contacts and interviews.
Stick to your goals.
ea. Don't assume that all you
can get out of an interview
is a job. Information of any
sort is a valuable tool for
the job hunter. Sometimes
you can gain another con
tac� and sometimes you
can learn more about
your field.
e9. Don't play "What if?" lfs
called " counting your
chickens before they're
hatched." If you spend all
your time worrying about
what you'll do if you get a
job, you'll tie yourself into
so many knots that you
never will. Cross that
bridge when you come
to it
e 1 0. Above all, watch out for
ambivalence. Don't be as
afraid of getting a job as
you are of not getting one.
Getting a job and leaving
school is an important
milestone in your life. It is a
very frightening transition.
Talk to someone and ex
plore how you feel about
getting a job. Learning to
face your fears and deal
with them is a crucial skill
to develop.

e5.

Remember there is always
assistance for you in your job
search. Whether you're certain of
your goals and want to realize
them, or you have no idea of what
you want to do with your life,
come in to the Office of Career
Planning and Placement and
see what we can do to help you.
Stop in at A-1700, or call Sandra
Stacy at extension 2431.
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Board of Governor's News
BOG Conference
on Collective Bargain ing
SPRINGFIELD, IL-Novem
ber 7, 1986-For the first time in
the history of the Board of Gover
nors (BOG) System, the Deans of
the five BOG universities recent
ly met to participate in a System
wide conference. The subject of
the meeting was administration
and personnel management of
the Board's collective bargain
ing contract with its academic
employees. The BOG System is
currently the only public univer
sity system to permit collective
bargaining for its 2,200 acade
mic employees.
Thomas D. Layzell, Chancellor
of the BOG System explained the
purpose of the conference.
"the Deans and other adminis
trators who directly carry out the
provisions of the Board's con
tract with the faculty Union have
expressed a need to review and
discuss key aspects of the con
tract The purpose of the con
ference was to provide an
opportunity for administrators
from each of the five BOG univer
sities and the Board staff to share
information and discuss pos
sible solutions to problems that
typically arise in personnel ad
ministration," said Layzell.
The staff from each of the uni
versities who attended include:
N From Chicago State Universi
ty (CSU): J. Joseph Stevens,
Chemoh Sesay, Clinton Bris
tow, Jr., Barbara Kardas,
Burlean Burris, William Prigge,
Charles Taylor, Carson Veach,
and Walter Heinzel.
B) Eastern Illinois University
(EIU): Theodore Ivane, Vaughn
Jaenicke, Edgar Schick, Mar
garet Soderberg, Charles
Switzer, Charles Joley, John
Laible, Sam Taber, Barbara
Richter, Shirley Moore, Wil
liam Buckellew, and Wilson
Luquire.
C) Governors State University
(GSU): John Lowe, Ron Bur
baker, Joe Lovely, Richard

Employee of the Month

Vet's News
by Doug McNutt
Dir. of Financial Aid

Asst

mitted will need to be given to the
Financial Aid Office before pro
cessing can resume.
Illinois veterans should be
aware that the former Illinois
Veterans Scholarship program
has been renamed the Illinois
Veterans Grant program. Ad
ministration of this program has
been transferred from the Illinois
Department of Veterans Affairs !O
the Illinois State Scholarship
Commission. Some changes will
take place in the program as a
result of this change.
.
.
One change that ':"'Ill m ��t likely take place IS t�e 1mpos1t1on of
standards of satisfactory acade
mic progr�ss on the . program.
Once the !mal regulat�ons have
bee� pubhshed they wlll be com
mu�1cated to our veteran pop
ulatoo VIa ma1l and the Innovator.

Speakers included: Thomas
D. Layzell, Chancellor of the
Board of Governors on his views
about the current issues in
higher education; Ronald A.
Messina, Vice Chancellor for
Public Affairs and Development
on the subject of "The Relation
ship between Legislative Action
and the Collective Bargaining":
and Rocky Perkovich, Executive
Director of the Illinois Educa
tional Labor Relations Board
(ELRB) on recent ELRB decisions
concerning unfair labor prac
tices and the Board's obligations
under the law.
Elisabeth Murray, Assistant
Vice Chancellor for Academic
Employee Relations and William
Lienemann, Vice Chancellor for
Administration and Fiscal Affairs
organized the conference and
addressed the group on specific
aspects of the contract including
the grievance procedure and the
progress of the BOG System
wide Task Force on Incentives
for Excellence.
The BOG has a collective
bargaining agreement with the
University Professionals of Il
linois (U PI), Local 4100, of the Il
linois Federation of Teachers
and the American Federation of
Teachers (AFL-CIO).

L-----�

Financial Aid

Financial aid is still available
for eligible students for the Winter 1 987 trimester. New applicants should stop by the GSU
Office of Financial Aid for applications. The deadline for such
aid is February 1, 1987, meaning
that all applications, reports, and
supporting documentation must
be received by that date to be
considered for aid. This aid will
be awarded on a first-come firstserved basis so it is important to
apply as early as possible.
Students who applied for
financial aid for the Fall 1986
trimester but failed to enroll or
meet the financial aid deadline
are encouraged to reactivate
their file by informing the GSU Office of Financial Aid, in writ1ng, of
their desire to be reconsidered
for aid. Of course, any required
documents not previously sub-

Vennen, Cathenne Taylor,
Suzanne Prescott, and Har
vey Varnet.
D) Northeastern Illinois Univer
sity: Frank Dobbs, Reynold
Feldman, R. Kipp Hassell,
John Gaboury, Ken Stetson,
Dorothy Patton, and Barbara
Cook.
E) Western Illinois University
(WIU): Rodney J. Fink, T.
Richard Schaefer, Robert W.
Jefferson, David R. Taylor,
Gene Kozlowski, William La
kie, Leroy Twilley, Charles
O'Brien, David Beveridge.
Gordon Kirk, Pat Goheen.

Evelyn Pegues, Secretary in
the College of Business and
Public Administration, and our
November employee of the
month was nominated by Ros
coe D. Perri� University Pro
fessor in the College of BPA.
Pegues came to GSU in
January of 1972 in the ware
house on Bond Street in the
College of Environmental and
Applied Sciences. According to
Perrit� "she possesses a rare
acumen of business knowledge
as demonstrated in her excep
tional ability as a secretary." She

has stepped into the classroom
and taught classes on a mo
ment's notice in cases of
emergency. Her understanding
of business concepts enhances
her effectiveness in preparing
various communications and in
the performance of her sec
retarial duties.
"For most business professors
the most important link at the uni
versity is their secretary. Repeat
edly Evelyn always a ttempts to
accomplish the impossible and
on time and with a smile. She un
derstands the pressure of busi
ness having 20 years prior
business experience and thus
will go all out to be accommodat
ing in every way possible." In
summary Perritt condensed his
nomination in the following
way.
S - Sincerity
E - Excellence in performance
C - Courteous and kind to
everyone
R - Reliable to the fullest extent
degree
E - Energetic in spite of work
load
T - Timeliness, always very
punctual
A - Attitude, very positive
R - Rare congenial disposition
Y - Yield of work is unbelievable
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Ti ps For Teachers
From Page 8
in the market only long enougn
to reap a quick profit. Some
books may be tough to get the
first year they are published, and
out of print before the next term
begins.
There is a need for faculty
members to take an active part in
fending off these negative in
fluences.Some suggestions that
would be of help in text selection
are as follows:
A. Is the publisher reputable?
Does the firm have a record
of fair price and good
service?
B. Will the text be used for
more than one term?
C. Is the cost of the text in line
with other, established texts
that may economical alter
natives?
D. Can instructors teaching
different sections of the
same subject specify the

same text, or one that is
being used area schools
that teach the same sutr
ject?
E. Textbook requirements
should be specified, and
made available to students,
and book sellers with as
much lead time as pos
sible.This gives the student
the opportunity to bargain
hun� and provides them
with the opportunity to get a
head start on reading
requirements.
F. Book sellers can be very
valuable in searchtng out
new text ideas, and inves
tigating alternatives. They
can provide a valuable ser
vice to teachers who want
to stay on the cutting edge
of academic progress with
out destroytng the econ
omic well-being of students.

Ice at work - see page six.
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WE N EED
YO U R

Send You_r Ch ristmas Reci pes

1
I
I

To The I n novato r At A 1801!
H U RRY! The Dead l i n e Is
.
·.�
Decem be r 3!!
�t----- -----------� ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- --------------RECIPES!

The easiest puzz le
you ' ll ever solve .
DOWN

ACROSS

2 Which 1 8-year-old
guys have to register?

I & 4 What 18-year-old
guys have to reg1ster
w1th (2 words)

3. Wha1 you broke if
you're m prison-as in
Selechve Service
reQlStrahon is ___
---· (2 words)

7 Imhals of l and 4
across
as a flash9
like Selechve Serv1ce
rcg1strahon

wilh
5.
Selechve Service '

I I Selechve Service 1s
a draft

6 Not difficult-like
Selechve Service
regiStration

12 You must regiSter
w1thm a month of your
_ birthday

8 Where you register
the __ office.

1 0 . How long registra
hon takes
mmutes

If you 're a guy about to turn 1 8 , you need to know the answers to this
puzzle. Don't worry, it 's easy. Within a month of your 1 8th birthday, you must
regist er with Selective Service. Just go to the post office and fill out a card .
----- That 's all there is to it . -----

Register with Selective Service. It's Quick. It's Easy. And It's the Law.
Presented as a pubhe service message by I he Selechve SeMce System
M01
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BOBBY'S BLUE BAND
AT THE

BLUES LOUNGE
NOV. 25
5 : 30 p.m.

-

7 : 30 p.m.

IN THE THEATRE

November 24 - December 1 , 1 986
TRAVEL-FILLED, POSITION
1YPIST/WORK PROCESSIN G
Immediately Available
Good commission, Valuable Resumes, Letters, Term Papers
Work Experience, Travel, and Thes1s, Dissertati ons, Manu
cripts, Mailings, Labels, etc. Pick
Other Benefits
Call BRAD NELSON COLLECT up and Delivery p ossible.
672-4164
(31 2) 231-4323
for a complete 1nfo mailer
$60.00 PER HUN DRED PAID
for remalling letters from home1
Send self-addressed, stampecl
envelope for 1nformation/appli
cat1on. Associates. Box 95-B
Roselle, NJ 07203

STUDENT LOANS
For information on ways to pay
for your college education, call
Kelly Alexander at The F1rst
N ational Bank of Ch1cago,
1-80Q-828-7283.
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�oor�·s typin!}'word process
mg. P1ck up and delivery avail
able. Phone 468-85 1 5 betwee (l
9 AM. and 9 P.M.

Class'Ads.
HEAVEN-SENT
DATING SERVICE
PERSO N AL-N O COMPUTER
ALL AGES REFERENCES LOIS
965-6726 P 0 BO X 732 MOR
TON GROVE 60053

Once you graduate and are looking for that all-important, first job, one thing puts your resume
above the other�work expr ·ience. Employers need to knowthat a prospective employee has
been responsible, reliable and resourceful in past work situations.
And there's only one company that offers great work experience in a valuable corporate environ
ment with hours YOO dele 1ine to fit your busy vacation schedule-MANPOWER.

Work during your Christmas/semester break and earn a very competitive hourly rate.

MANPOWER matches your unique skills and interests to the kind of work you enjoy doing. work
matched to your skill level so that you'll always feel comfortable on the job. MANPOWER has op
portunities in the following areas:

0

ACCOUNnNG
INDUSTRIAL

GENERAL OFFICE
WORD PROCESSING

Phone

Call the MANPOWER office nearest you and earn a good wage
while getting the MANPOWER advantage.

N. MICHIGAN AVE.
266-2903

LOOP
263-5144

MUNDELEIN
949-4100

O'HARE
693-2291

NORTH RMRSIDE
447-8162

SCHAUMBURG
885-0232

OAK BROOK
932-7410

NORTHBROOK
564-1440

KANKAKEE
(815) 939-7070

HAMMOND, IN
(219) 838-2253

EVERGREEN PARK
857-7333

SKOKIE
470-8520

LANSING
474-0750

JOUU
(815) 726-4406

NAPERVILLE
357-6404

GURNEE
623-6880

DEPAUL

SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTANCY
U N I V E R S I T Y

REVIEW COURSE
FOR THE MAY 1987
CPA EXAMINATION

ITASCA
n3-1323
Join MANPOWER for a

(3 1 2) 747-4423

job thar really pays off.

January 5-May 1, 1987
<

E qual Oppollunlty Employer

Mlf

THE

THE

THE

THE

THE

THE

FACULTY

LAB SESSIONS

COVERAGE

PASS RATE

APPROACH

CONTRACEPTIVE SERVICES
CANCER SCREENING
PREGNANCY TESTING
ABORTIONS

Classes meet Monday, Wednesday and Friday
evenings, or Tuesday, T h u rsday evenings
and Saturday morni ngs. Classes held a t

Certified and hcE>nsed personnel
Confidential

•

Hammond
Merri l l v i l le

School of Accountancy
DePa u l U n iversi t y
25 E. Jackson Bouleva rd
Ch icago, I l linois 60604-2289

(219) 845-0848
(219) 769- 3500

Please send me a broc h u re and a d m ission form for the
DePa u l University CPA Review Course.

Sout h l ake Ma l l )

\ I o n . - T l t u r�. 7:- l S- 1 O::W
:>:� ·J -;)( )( )( )
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(One m i l e from

l l a n l <.ll' k l l ou�c ·

Fri . - I : I ;}-;) :OO

DePau l's Loop Campus. Call 312-341-8640
for i n formation and a pplication.

Ca ll col l ect for appt.

Student Life
Child Care Center

Name _________________________________

loop Services - Ch icago

Addres;s...__
._ ___________________________

(312) 781 -95 50

AD DEADLINE
DEC. 3

�

This Coupon Good For

FREE Margarita
With Dinner

- Zi

I _ ��Y_ - - - � �

�

·_
_
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r--- ------� --- -----------i
Prompt Service I
II

I
I
I
I

96 East 24th Street
Ch icago Heights

MEDALS

Tape Transcription

Letters

Papers

Thesis

Term

P R O FE S S ! C NAL
T Y P I NG S E R V I C E

Ca ll

Ma riann e
596-47ll

I
I
I
I
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I
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